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INTRODUCTION
The first law of Jesse H. Shera's two laws of cataloging is the focal point
of this paper. Shera's laws are succinctly phrased, immutable, and defy
disputation by even the most zealous cataloger. The first law pertains to
inter-indexer consistency, the topic of this paper. The second law deals with
intra-indexer consistency, which will not be considered here. The laws are:
Law Number 1--No cataloger will accept the work of any other cataloger.
Law Number 2--No cataloger will accept his/her own work six months after the
cataloging .
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The English language is imprecise with semantic, syntactic, and syndetic
structuring, which may easily cause a range of interpretation of many concepts,
passages, phrases and words among different individuals. By the very nature
of this imprecision, it is not surprising that inconsistency occurs among
indexers and that there is no one right, correct, or exact assignment of index
terms for any given document.
Catalogers and indexers have long been aware of the problems associated with
assignment of terms. They have attempted to minimize inconsistency by develop-
ing subject heading lists, authority files, thesauri, and rules for the use
of these aids. Despite this conscious effort toward consistency, the literature
on indexing does not reflect any attempt to measure the level of indexer consis-
tency prior to study reo-rted in 1954 by Oliver Lilley.
Since the mid-1950s, a number of studies have been conducted to measure the
level of consistency of index term assignment by two or more indexers (inter-
indexer consistency) and by an individual indexer upon reindexing a document
(intra-indexer consistency). These studies use several different measures of
indexer consistency. They vary considerably in research methodology and in the
treatment of variables for the indexers, the documents selected, and the controls
imposed on the indexing process. Not surprisingly, they also vary considerably
in the level of indexer consistency reported.
Inter-indexer consistency is a quantitative measure of the degree to which two
or more indexers perceive the important information concepts contained in a
document and represent these concepts using identical codes and/or terms. The
raison d'etre for indexing documents is, however, to facilitate the retrieval
of documents relevant to information queries made by users of the document base.
The purpose of indexing is not necessarily to achieve 100 percent consistency
among a group of indexers, but to retrieve documents that are relevant to
search requests.
This paper examines the inter-indexer consistency measures that have been used
in studies of inter-indexer consistency, reviews criteria for index term
matches, and discusses the major summaries that have been published on the
topic. Inter-indexer consistency studies are then outlined, briefly sketching
each study's methodology and reported results. An appendix summarizes all
studies, categorizing each study under the following variables: indexer educa-
tion, indexer experience, term type, indexing aids, document length, indexing
depth, indexing time, indexing revision, indexing consistency, and relationship
to retrieval effectiveness. Throughout this paper, these variables are defined
as follows:
Indexer education--undergraduate and graduate training
Indexer experience--practical indexing/cataloging experience
Term type--code, keyword, or subject heading assignment
Indexing aids--code tables, thesauri, indexing rules and procedures
Document length--number of words of text per document
Indexing depth--number of terms assigned per document
Indexing time--time required to index N documents
Indexing revision --examination and revision, where necessary, of assigned
codes, keywords or subject headings
3Indexing consistency--numerical values between 0.00 and 1.00 calculated from
indexers' assignments of codes, keywords and subject headings
Relationship to retrieval effectiveness--any documented effort to measure the
relationship between inter-indexer consistency ahd retrieval effectiveness.
*
INTER-INDEXER CONSISTENCY MEASURES
This section presents the various measure of inter-indexer consistency that
have been used in previous studies. Criteria that have been used to "match"
index terms are then considered.
Robert Hooper characterizes well the state of indexing consistency measures with
the comment that "there is no standard measure of consistency." 3 A study of the
literature on inter-indexer consistency reveals that researchers have used several
computational methods and approaches in calculating the consistency between and
among indexers. Measures developed or adapted by Cooper, Hooper, King, Korotkin
and Oliver, Rodgers, Slamecka and Jacoby, and Zunde and Dexter are described here.
Cooper--William Cooper defines indexer consistency with respect to a single index
term. 4  In indexing a document, a certain proportion of indexers will assign an
allowable index term and the remaining proportion will not. Inter-indexer consis-
tency with respect to the given term and document equals the larger of these propor-
tions minus the smaller (the percentage of indexers in the majority minus the
percentage of indexers in the minority). For example, if 70 percent of the indexers
assign an index term to a document, the consistency is 70 percent minus 30 percent,
or 40 percent for that term. If 70 percent do not assign the term, the consistency
is still 40 percent, since consistencymeasures the amount of agreement.
Consistency can be calculated for sets of index terms assigned to a document by
different indexers by computing the mean for individual consistencies for all
single terms involved.
Hooper--Robert Hooper bases indexer consistency calculations on Rodgers's defini-
tion of consistency between a pair of indexers (see Rodgers's consistency measure
in this section). Hooper expresses indexer-pair consistency 5 as a formula:
100A
CP(%) = A + M + N
where CP = the consistency of term assignment between
two indexers (consistency expressed as a
percentage)
A = the number of term agreements between M and
N for a specific document
M = the number of terms used by M but not used
by N
N = the number of terms used by N but not used
by M
4Hooper uses this pair consistency (CP) concept to calculate the consistency
of an indexer with respect to a group (CG) of two or more other indexers. He
calculates the CG score for an indexer "by finding the mean of all pair con-
sistency (CP) values between the one indexer and all other indexers (who have
indexed the same document)"6 using the formula:
CP2 + CP + ... + CPlC 12 13 InCG =1
n - 1
where CP2 = the consistency pair score (CP) between
indexer 1 and 2
CP13 = the consistency pair score between indexer
1 and 3
CPn = the consistency pair score between indexer
1 and the nth indexer
n = the number of indexers
Hooper also proposes an alternate method of computing group consistency by
assignment of weighting factors. 7 A "1" is. assigned to an index term used by
all indexers; a "0" is assigned to a term used by only one indexer. Weighting
values between "1" and "0" are assigned to terms based on the proportion of
indexers who use each term. The group consistency score for an indexer x is
computed by the formula:
t
x
n 
- 1
n-l
t=l(CG2 ) x (%)= 100
x
where n = the number of indexers using term t
n = the number of indexers
t = the number of terms used by indexer x
X
and t=l indicates the assignment of at least one term
King and Bryant--Donald King and Edward Bryant calculate indexer consistency
on the basis of the frequency of assignment of an index term by neither, both,
or only one of two independent indexers over a sample of N documents. 8 The
frequency of assignment for a given term Over N documents can be represented
using a 2 x 2 contingency table:
First Indexer
Term Not Assigned
Term Assigned
Second Indexer
Term Not Assigned Term Assigned
N00  N01
N10  N11^0_________
i ._; - - - -- : ::: : : : I
Indexer-pair consistency in assigning the term is calculated using the formula:
N11C =
11 + N10 + N01
where C = the consistency of assignment of a given term
over N documents
N1 = the number of times the term was assigned by
both indexers
N = the number of times the term was assigned by the
first indexer only
N = the number of times the term was assigned by the
second indexer only
This formula has essentially the same structure as the indexer-pair consistency
formula derived by Hooper. The major difference is that King's formula represents
the frequency of assignment of a given term over a group of documents, whereas
Hooper's formula represents the duplication of assignment of a group of index
terms for one document.
Korotkin and Oliver--Arthur Korotkin and Lawrence Oliver calculate inter-indexer
consistency using the concept of indexer pairs. Consistency is expressed as a
ratio of the number of pairs achieved to the total number of possible pairs:
"The number of pairs achieved is the 'number of pairs' of indexers using the same
descriptor for a given article....The total number of possible pairs is the number
of pairs which exist if there is perfect agreement." 9 Their calculations are
based on the assumption that each indexer assigns the same number of terms per
document, and their consistency formula is:
Number of Pairs Achieved
Percent Consistency = ofPosbeai x 100
Number of Possible Pairs
Korotkin and Oliver conducted studies during which indexers were instructed to
assign three indexing terms per document. The number of possible indexer pairs
was thus controlled and readily calculated (e.g., three indexers would mean
3 pairs x 3 words = 9 possible pairs; five indexers would mean 10 pairs x 3
words = 30 possible pairs).
Rodgers--Dorothy Rodgers defines consistency as "the number of topics which two
or more indexers independently select as an important topic from an article."10
She calculates indexer consistency on the basis of consistency pairs, the ratio
of words selected in common to the total unique words assigned to a document by
two indexers:1 1
Words in Common
Consistency of a Pair = Total Words Assigned
Slamecka and Jacoby--Vladimir Slamecka and Joan Jacoby identify two separate
variables in their measure of inter-indexer consistency: (1) depth of indexing,
6i.e. the number of terms assigned by each indexer per document; and (2) the
percentage of matching terms assigned.1 2 Depth of indexing is calculated for
each indexer as the mean number of terms assigned by the indexer over a group
of documents.
The percentage of matching terms assigned by three indexers is calculated using
the formula:
Percent Terms N(ABx 100
Matched N(A) + N(B) + N(C) - N(AB) - N(AC) - N(BC) + N(ABC)
where N(A), N(B), and N(C) = the number of terms used by each of
the three indexers (indexer A, B, and C)
N(AB), N(AC), and N(BC) = the number of terms matched between
the three pairs of indexers
N(ABC) = the number of terms matched among all three indexers
Zunde and Dexter--Pranas Zunde and Margaret Dexter take a somewhat unusual approach
to the measurement of indexing consistency by postulating that:
There exists no well defined set of "relevant," "most indicative,"
"most pertinent," "most informative,".etc., indexing terms for a
document, because there exist no objective criteria which would
enable us to construct such sets. Indexing performance of human
indexers demonstrates this clearly, because if such criteria
were available, we could apply them to obtain 100% indexing
consistency.13
Zunde and Dexter base indexing consistency calculations on the concept of "fuzzy
sets" proposed by Zadeh. 1  A "fuzzy set" is a class of objects (or terms) which
have a continuum of membership and which meet the membership criteria to a varying
degree. All words and phrases which are potential indexing terms for any type
of document become a fuzzy set for a given document, "the degree of membership
of each term reflecting the degree of agreement as to its significance with respect
to the information it conveys about the document indexed." 15
Every term assigned to a document by a group of indexers is an element of the over-
all "global" fuzzy set for that document. The membership value for each term in
the set is calculated as the ratio of the number of indexers who assign the term
to the total number of indexers in the group. All terms assigned have a value
greater than "0"; a term assigned by all indexers in the group has a membership
value of "I."
Calculations can be made for the value of the overall "global" fuzzy set and the
value of each indexer's term assignment in the set. Indexers can be paired or
grouped in all possible combinations, and consistency values can be calculated
and averaged over a number of documents. Consistency values based on the fuzzy
set concept are higher on the average than consistency values calculated using
the methods described earlier. The mechanism of weighting indexing terms as
a function of duplicationn n indexer assignment is similar to the method proposed
by Hooper.
INDEX TERM "MATCHES"
Once an investigator has examined the relative merits of the above indexer con-
sistency measures and has selected one or more measures that seem appropriate
to his/her study, he/she is confronted with another problem, just as vexing and
just as certain to introduce variability in indexer consistency scores. The
problem is: What constitutues a "match" of indexing terms?
The number of terms assigned in common and unique terms assigned by a group of
indexers must be determined for each indexer pair in order to calculate an indexer
consistency score. An investigator must make several decisions regarding the
"exactness" of the match in order to separate the matching from the nonmatching
terms. Factors that affect this "exactness" are:
1. Single-word and multiple-word terms--Multiple-word terms can be studied on
an exact word-by-word basis, or divided into single-word elements (where
appropriate) and matched with single-word terms.
2. Synonymy--Synonyms may be matched or treated as distinct terms.
3. Word endings--Singular/plural words, noun/verb forms, and possessive forms
may be considered or disregarded. Terms may be truncated and matched by
word stems alone, e.g., kidnap/---, kidnap/er, kidnap/ers, kidnap/ed,
kidnap/ing, kidnap/ers', kidnap/per, kidnap/pers, kidnap/ped, kidnap/ping,
kidnap/pers'.
4. Punctuation--Commas, dashes, hyphens, periods, and other marks may be
considered or disregarded in the matching process.
5. Abbreviations--These may be matched with the words they represent, or they
may be considered as separate terms.
6. Variants in spelling--Spelling variants may be matched or treated as distinct
terms, e.g., aeroplane, airplane.
An indexer consistency study may impose some controls on the matching process
simply on the basis of its research design. A study during which indexers assign
terms using natural language and no indexing aids must devote a great amount of
attention to the criteria for determining index term matches. A study in which
indexers utilize a controlled vocabulary (subject heading list or structured
thesaurus) for term assignments has already indirectly controlled some factors of
the matching process (single- and multiple-word terms, synonymy, spelling variants).
No matter what study design is employed, the criteria for index term matches
must be established, documented, and consistently followed. Although all of the
indexer consistency studies must have considered the above factors as the indexing
data were prepared for analysis, Ann Painter, Barbara Preschel and Lawrence Leonard
are the only investigators1 6 who have documented the criteria that they employed
to match indexing terms.
I NTER-INDEXER CONSISTENCY STUDI ES
Since mid-1950, more than thirty studies have been conducted to measure inter-
indexer consistency. Some studies have concentrated on the effects of the
8indexers' education and experience backgrounds on indexing consistency. Other
studies have measured the effect of indexing aids (thesauri, subject heading
lists, indexing guidelines, etc.) on consistency among indexers. The studies
have used controls to a varying degree, and have calculated inter-indexer con-
sistency scores using several different conceptual and computational approaches
(noted above).
Published summaries describing indexer consistency studies are noted in this
section. Individual studies are then briefly discussed, with particular emphasis
on methodology and consistency calculations where that information is described
adequately. Study descriptions are supplemented by the appendix to this report,
which outlines methodologies and results of the studies in terms of the variables
already noted: indexer education, indexer experience, term type, indexing aids,
document length, indexing depth, indexing time, indexing revision, indexing con-
sistency, and retrieval effectiveness.
PUBLISHED SUMMARIES OF STUDIES
A marked variation exists among the studies in the reporting procedures followed.
Methodology is discussed in detail by some, casually outlined by others, and
scarcely considered by still others. Data analysis procedures, the resulting
consistency scores, and relationships to other variables are similarly treated.
Comprehensive summaries of these indexer consistency studies have been prepared
by Hooper, St. Laurent, Preschel, and Stevens. The scope of each summary follows.
(For a list of consistency studies in each summary, see Table 1.)
Hooper--Robert Hooper summarized fourteen indexer consistency studies using the
following headings: Investigator, Purpose, Index System, Index Aids, Corpus,
Indexers, and Results. He analyzed the consistency scores reported in the studies,
noting that "reports which quote consistency values often do not state how the
values were computed."17  He listed the reported consistency scores, recomputing
the scores in terms of his consistency measures (discussed earlier in this report)
where the researchers included the appropriate raw data. Table 2 presents the
analyzed scores from Hooper's study in a useful tabular form.
Hooper briefly described the application of consistency scores derived from an
indexer consistency study to the analysis of an indexing system. He noted the
use of consistency scores in analyzing factors such as indexing depth, document
length, indexer traits, and indexing aids.
Hooper's summary pinpoints the difficulties involved in interpreting the results
of reported indexer consistency studies. These difficulties derive from the
variety of methods used to calculate indexer consistency and from incomplete
documentation of study methodologies, collected data, and study results.
St. Laurent--Mary St. Laurent's literature review was one of the projects in
the "Studies in Indexing Depth and Retrieval Effectiveness" conducted by the
University of Chicago Graduate Library School. She identified eight inter-
indexer consistency studies completed prior to 1966.18 Summaries of the eight
consistency studies contain brief descriptions of the methodology, results, and
conclusions. Evaluations are included in the summary of each study. Analysis of
study results is also contained under those factors studied that influence indexer
consistency: indexer experience, subject matter familiarity, indexing aids, length
of documents, and depth of indexing.
SUMMARY
INDEXER CONSISTENCY STUDY* HOOPERt ST. LAURENT PRESCHEL STEVENS
Borko, Measuring the Reliability of (h)
Subject Classification by Men...
Bryant, King & Terragno, Analysis X
of an Indexing...
Bryant, King & Terragno, Some (q)
Technical Notes on Coding...
Case Western Reserve Univ., An Inquiry X
into Testing of Information...
Cooper, Is Inter-Indexer Consistency X
a Hobgoblin?
Gehring, Developments in Patent (p)
Documentation in the Field...
Greer, The User Approach to X
Information Systems
Harris, Rayward & Svenonius, The X
Testing of Inter-Indexer...
Hooper, A Facet Analysis System (o)
Jacoby, Methodology for Indexer (b)
Reliability Tests
Jacoby & Slamecka, Indexer X X X
Consistency Under Minimal...
Jaster, Murray & Taube, The X
State-of-the-Art of...
Korotkin & Oliver, The Effect (m) X X
of Subject Matter Familiarity...
Kyle, Consistency Analysis of Two (k) X X
Indexers in Using K.C...
Lilley, Evaluations of the Subject (j) X
Catalog: Criticisms and a Proposal
MacMillan & Welt, A Study of Indexing (i) X X
Procedures...
Painter, An Analysis of Duplication (d-g) X X X
of Subject Indexing...
Rodgers, A Study of Inter-Indexer (a) X X X
Consistency
Slamecka & Jacoby, Effect of (c) X
Indexing Aids on...
Stevens, 'DDC (ASTIA) Study," (n)
Automatic Indexing (p.160)
Table 1. Reports Cited in Summaries of Indexer Consistency Studies
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; (Table 1, cont'd.)
SUMMARY
INDEXER CONSISTENCY STUDY* HOOPERN ST. LAURENT PRESCHEL STEVENS
Tinker, Imprecision in Meaning... X
Imprecision in Indexing, Part II
Tritschler, Effective Information X
Searching Strategies...
Zunde § Dexter, Indexing X
Consistency and Quality
Table 1. Reports Cited in Summaries of Indexer Consistency Studies
*See references for complete citation.
+Designation in Hooper's summary.
Indexer Consistency
Score
10%
18%
*24%
34-45%
36-59%
*40%
42%
46%
*48%
59%
70%
*70%
73%
*80%
Hooper's Designation
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
b
a
c
m
e
g
n
V
q
0
(Jacoby)
(MacMillan & Welt)
(Rodgers)
(Slamecka & Jacoby)
(Korotkin & Oliver)
(Painter-AEC)
(Painter-OTS)
(DDC)
(Painter-ASTIA)
(Rodgers)
(Kyle)
(Painter-NAL)
(Bryant, King & Terragno)
(Hooper)
Table 2. Indexer Consistency Scores Recorded in Hooper Study
*Scores recomputed by Hooper
Source: Preschel, Barbara M. Indexer Consistency in Perception of Concepts
and in Choice of Terminology. Washington, D.C., U.S. Office of
Education, Bureau of Research, June 1972, p.32.
1- -- ---~~ -~ -- - ~- -- I- - - - - -- - -
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St. Laurent discussed several possible measures of accuracy of indexing, and
cited factors that may produce indexing inconsistency. Her comments regarding
consistency measurement support Hooper's observations, and are valid in 1976:
The studies that have been made of indexer consistency have
been unsophisticated in experimental design in that they do
not allow any actual comparison of the results they contain.
There is a great need to use control groups in experiments
of this kind in order to obtain unbiased and unprejudiced
results. More consistency is needed in regard to the measures
that are used in computing consistency. There is, as yet,
no standard measure for computing consistency.... Perhaps the
greatest need is for data to be presented in such a way that
manipulation and interpolation is possible. The only existing
study which did this was the Rodgers study of inter-indexer
consistency. In general, greater attention should be paid to
the experimental design of indexing studies. 19
None of the reviewed studies attempted to relate indexing consistency to retrieval
effectiveness. St. Laurent comments on the importance of this relationship:
"It must be remembered that retrieval effectiveness, not consistency, is the most
important consideration in any retrieval system....The purpose of consistency
tests is to gain insights into methods of improving retrieval effectiveness." 2 0
Preschel--Barbara Preschel completed a study at Columbia University in 1972,
examining differences in perception of concepts and in choice of terminology on
the calculation of inter-indexer consistency scores. She reviewed the Hooper
and St. Laurent summaries, and summarized eight indexer consistency studies. 2 1
The purpose of her review was to establish that existing studies defined indexer
consistency in terms of matches in terminology rather than of matches in infor-
mation concepts. Her discussion of the indexer studies followed this line of
reasoning.
Stevens--Mary Stevens briefly outlined nine indexer consistency studies in her
state-of-the-art report on automatic indexing. 2 2 She observed that: "Very few
objective studies, despite the obvious relationship to the general questions of
quality, pertinency, and reliability of indexing, have as yet been made of
inter-indexer and intra-indexer consistency." 23 Stevens's summary includes a
few sentences on the methodology, study results, and study conclusions for the
nine studies described.
The summaries list inter-indexer consistency studies reported prior to 1970:
Hooper (studies through 1964), St. Laurent (studies through 1965), Preschel
(studies through 1969), and Stevens (studies through 1964). None of the inter-
indexer consistency studies attempted to establish the relationship between
indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness.
SUMMARIES OF INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
No attempt is made here to provide a complete, evaluative description of each
study. Only a brief sketch of each study's methodology and results is included
(supplemented by a summary of each study, in terms of ten indexing-related
variables, found in the appendix). The studies are arranged in chronological
order by date of publication.
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Lilley (1954)24--This is likely the first published study to collect and analyze
data on the consistency of assignment of subject headings and the types of
failures in assignment. Lilley asked 340 incoming students at Columbia University's
School of Library Service to write the subject headings under which they would
expect to find books with the same subject content as six sample books listed.
Author and title only were supplied, although the titles were descriptive and
indicative of specific subject areas.
An average of 62.17 different headings were recorded for each book, with an
average of 1.1004 headings per book per student. Lilley analyzed the factors
that caused.assignment failures and noted that:
Incorrect specificity was a factor in 93.48%, incorrect
terminology in 79.08%, and incorrect form of entry in
72.28% of the headings....Over half of the incorrect head-
ings had some combination of two errors, and almost half
could have been converted into "correct" headings only by
changing the level of specificity, and by revising the
terminology, and by altering the form. 2 5
MacMillan and Welt (1961)26--Over a 3-year period, the Cardiovascular Literature
Project accidentally reindexed 171 articles. This duplicate indexing formed
the basis of a cursory examination of indexer consistency. Document indexing
was divided into several mutually exclusive categories and two inclusive
categories, as shown in Table 3.
Number of
Category Documents
Exclusive Categories
Exact duplication of headings 23 23/171 = 13.4%
Synonymous headings--same number 7
Duplication, but additional headings 41
by one indexer
Synonymous, but additional headings 44
by one indexer
115 115/171 = 67.2%
Inclusive Categories
Entries more complete 56
No correlation possible 55
Table 3. Cardiovascular Literature Project Indexer Consistency Study Findings
Source: MacMillan, Judith T.,and Welt, Isaac D. "A Study of Indexing Procedures
in a Limited Area of the Medical Sciences," American Documentation
12:30, Jans 1961.
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Exact duplication of indexing occurred in 13.4 percent of the documents. There
was a reasonable degree of consistency in 67.2 percent of all documents. Since
the data were categorized and limited, little further interpretation of indexer
consistency was possible for this study.
Rath, Resnick and Savage (1961) 27 --A selection of representative sentences from
articles was compared for humans and for auto-abstracting machine techniques.
Six persons were asked to choose and rank the twenty most representative sentences
from each of ten Scientific American articles. Five auto-abstracting programs
were also used to pick and rank the twenty most representative sentences from
the same ten articles. Auto-abstracting methods were based on the frequency of
word occurrence in text.
The six persons agreed upon an average of only 1.6 sentences per article for
the twenty sentences which each selected. Five of the six persons agreed upon
an average of 6.4 sentences per article for the twenty sentences. The five
auto-abstracting methods produced an average of 9.2 sentences per article out
of the twenty sentences selected. Four of the five methods produced an agreement
of 17.0 sentences per article. The investigators reported the comparison of
human and machine selection methods: "The mean number of sentences per article
upon which all 6 subjects and all 5 machine methods agreed was 0.2. Reducing
the criterion to 5 out of 6 subjects and 4 out of 5 machine methods, the number
of man-machine agreements becomes 1.7 sentences per article."28 There was very
little agreement on the selection of representative sentences among human in-
dexers, and even less agreement on selection between humans and machines.
Rodgers (1961) 29 --One of the most comprehensive studies of inter-indexer consis-
tency was reported by Dorothy Rodgers while working at the now-disbanded Information
Systems Operation of General Electric Company. The purpose of the investigation
was to obtain guidelines on the degree of consistency with which indexers select
subject content from a document. Twenty articles from the area of information
storage and retrieval were indexed by sixteen specialists in this area using
keyword assignment; only eight specialists indexed all twenty articles. An
appendix to the report lists all keywords selected for each article and the index-
ers who made the selection.
Rodgers conducted the following analyses of the indexing data: (1) inter-indexer
consistency calculations by indexer consistency pair and by the mean for each
indexer; (2) agreement on selection of keywords by all indexers, one-half of
the indexers, and the proportion assigned by only one indexer; (3) the relation-
ship between article length and number of unique keywords assigned; (4) the
relationship between indexer consistency and article length; and (5) the rela-
tionship between indexers and keywords assigned. Spearman's rank order correlation,
Pearson's r correlation, and Kendall's "tau" were used in portions of the analysis.
On the basis of her data analysis, Rodgers concluded that: (1) there is a tendency
for indexers to select more keywords for longer articles: (2) the longer the
article, the less is the indexer consistency in keyword selection; (3) there is
a tendency among some indexers to assign more words per document than among other
indexers; (4) all indexers agreed on only 0.8 percent of the keywords assigned,
one-half of the indexers agreed on 14 percent, and 52 percent of the keywords
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were assigned by only one indexer; (5) indexer pair consistency ranged from
60 percent to 0 percent agreement for individual pairs; and (6) indexer mean
over the articles ranged from 29 percent to 21 percent, with an overall mean
consistency of 24 percent.
Jacoby and Slamecka (1962)30--The investigators studied minimal ("base zero")
indexer consistency among experienced and inexperienced indexers, i.e. consis-
tency among indexers who do not use any indexing aids other than an established
set of rules in the indexing process. Processes excluded were mutual consultation
of indexers, free use of indexing aids, and post-indexing editing. Three ex-
perienced indexers and three beginning indexers, all with degrees in chemistry,
indexed a sample of seventy-five chemical patents issued in 1962. They were
required to index the title and claims of each patent (bounded section), the
remainder to be indexed at the discretion of the indexer (unbounded section).
Inter-indexer consistency was measured using two criteria: (1) the number of
terms used to index patents, and (2) the percentage of terms matched. Analysis
of variance was used to test the null 'hypotheses related to these measures,
i.e. that there is no significant difference among indexers in the number of
terms used to describe a patent, and that there is no significant difference
among indexers in the percentage of matched terms any one indexer has with any
other.
Experienced indexers assigned a mean of 37 terms per patent, compared to 43
terms per patent for beginning indexers. Experienced indexers had an average
term match of 16.3 percent, compared to 12.6 percent for beginning indexers.
The investigators concluded that experienced indexers used significantly fewer
terms and exhibited a higher stability in their choice of terms, i.e. a higher
percentage of matched terms. Fewer terms were required and the percentage of
consistency was higher in bounded sections of the patents than in the unbounded
sections.
Jaster, Murray and Taube (1962)31--A brief sketch of an inter-indexer consistency
experiment conducted at Documentation Incorporated's Man-Machine Information
Center was described by the investigators. Indexers assigned uniterms to a group
of documents. They were not restricted by the number of terms or by the indexing
time required. The number of indexers and documents was not stated, nor was
the actual indexer consistency figure calculated. The results reported were:
(1) number of terms assigned ranged from ten to forty-five; (2) indexing time
varied from five to twenty-five minutes; (3) number of terms assigned was not
proportional to the indexing time; (4) number of terms in common was approximately
six; (5) indexers with different educational backgrounds indexed differently;
(6) indexers were influenced in term assignment by their knowledge of user demands
at the center; and (7) intra-indexer consistency will vary from one day to the
next in the choice of less important terms.
Kyle (1962)32--Two indexers classified 246 English and French political science
documents using the Kyle Classification. Their classification assignments matched
for 65 percent (Kyle reported 70 percent) of the titles (160 of the 246). Indexer
carelessness in applying classification scheme rules caused 46 percent of the
inconsistency, and use of the faceted system colon notation accounted for the
remaining 54 percent inconsistency.
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Bryant, King and Terragno (1963) 3 3--Methods were investigated for improving
the accuracy of indexing the patents maintained by the U.S. Patent Office
Organometallic Chemical File. The investigation centered on a measure of
accuracy of indexing, two measures of consistency of indexing, the number
of codes involved, and the time required to index a patent. Various
indexer/reviser combinations tested included a single analyst, a single
analyst with a reviewer, two independent analysts, two independent analysts
with a reviewer, and three independent analysts. Logical sum and product
term combinations of the two independent analysts were studied. The effect
of indexing errors on the retrieval of documents was also considered for the
various indexer/reviser combinations.
A random sample of 201 patents was drawn from the file; 24 of these patents
were randomly selected to form a subsample for intensive study. Twelve ex-
perienced analysts participated in the study. All twelve had indexed chemical
patents, but only six of these had indexed organometallic compounds. The two
groups of six analysts were used to test the indexing experience factor. Four
revisers were also used, two of whom had extensive experience.
The investigators used the following method to examine the effect of differences
of indexing by different analysts on the retrieval of documents:
This was done by repeating the indexing of the 201 documents
chosen in the random sample and conducting mechanized searches
on the sample file. The search questions used were those for-
mulated by examiners in the past and by synthetic search
questions formulated by analysts from patent claims. Again,
a "true" set of codes was selected by two senior analysts for
the 201 documents and this set was used to measure the number
of missed documents and false drops resulting from errors
in indexing. The results are compared with a model predicting
the retrieval drop-out for the single-analyst mode, double-
analyst mode, and the single-analyst-reviewed mode.34
Inter-indexer consistency was 66.5 percent for the 201 documents indexed by
two analysts. For the subsample of twenty-four documents, inter-indexer consis-
tency was 72.9 percent. Indexer experience and indexing revision were not
statistically significant factors.
Painter (1963)35 --Ann Painter's study of duplication and consistency of subject
indexing at the Office of Technical Services (OTS) was her doctoral dissertation
from Rutgers University. OTS was interested in the feasibility of a mechanized
information and report-handling system. Painter investigated the frequency of
duplication of reports submitted to OTS and the consistency of subject term
assignment by the three major contributing agencies--the Armed Services Technical
Information Agency (ASTIA), the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)--and by one agency that did not
distribute reports to OTS, the National Agricultural Library (NAL).
Consistency of assignment of subject terms was determined by having each agency
reindex reports that they had processed two or more months earlier. The terms
were then examined for matches and indexing consistency figures were calculated;
Table 4 presents the results for Painter's study.
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ASTIA AEC OTS NAL
No. of items indexed 94 96 32 99
No. of terms indexed the 1,239 249 346 c. 184
first time
No. of terms indexed the 1,119 406 418 241
second time
TOTAL NO. TERMS 2,358 655 764 422
No. of terms assigned 768 178 225 174
both times (same)
Percent consistency 62% 71% 65% 95% (est.)
first time
Percent consistency 69% 44% 54% 72%
second time
Percent similarity of 65% 54% 59% 82% (est.)
indexing*
Table 4. Comparison of Statistics in the Consistency of Subject Indexing at
ASTIA, AEC, OTS and the National Agricultural Library.
*"Percent of similarity of indexing" is Painter's terminology for the mean
consistency--the number of terms assigned both times divided by two.
Source: Painter, Ann F. An Analysis of Duplication and Consistency of Subject
Indexing Involved in Report Handling at the Office of Technical
Services, U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington, D.C., U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Office of Technical Services, March 1963, p.8 7.
Painter's mathematical calculation method produced consistency figures skewed
considerably higher than the data warranted. Meaningless figures were obtained
by calculating "percent of consistency first time" and "percent of consistency
second time." This calculation established two consistency ratios, each using
the number of term matches from the combination of initial indexing ("first
time") and reindexing ("second time") as the numerator, and then isolating
the number of initial indexing terms and the number of reindexing terms for
the denominators of the ratios (e.g., ASTIA, percent of consistency first
time = 768/1,239 = 62 percent; percent of consistency second time = 768/1,119 =
69 percent). There is only one reasonable consistency figure that can be
obtained when comparing two sets of terms assigned: the ratio of the number
of term matches to the total number of unique terms assigned. Robert Hooper
calculated this consistency ratio for Painter's data, and reported the following
recalculated consistency figures in 1965: ASTIA, 48 percent; AEC, 40 percent;
OTS, 42 percent; and NAL, 70 percent.3 6
Slameck and Jacoby (1963)3 7--In this followup of their earlier study (Jacoby
and Slamecka, 1962), the investigators examined the effect of indexing aids on
.inter-ndexer consistency. Three experienced indexers with subject competence
in chemistry indexed three sets of twenty-five chemical patents using one of
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the following indexing aids for each set: (1) a concept-associative tool,
Chemical Engineering Thesaurus; (2) an alphabetical subject authority list
of terms, Documentation Incorporated's Chemical Patents Code Manual; and
(3) a classificatory, hierarchical device, the U.S. Patent Office Manual of
Classification. They indexed the bounded and unbounded sections of the
patents as in the earlier study.
The same measures of inter-indexer consistency were used; i.e. the number of
terms assigned to each patent, and the percentage of matching terms between
any two indexers. Table 5 reports the mean consistency values obtained.
Chem.Engr. Chem.Pat. U.S.Pat.
Base Zero Thesaurus Code Manual Off.Manual
Mean Number of Terms 37.8 46.4 50.5 43.4
Used Per Patent
Percentage of Terms 9.1% 8.3% 38.2% 37.4%
Matched Per Patent
By Indexer-Pairs (Bounded and Unbounded Sections Averaged)
Table 5. Effect of Indexing Aids on Inter-Indexer Consistency
Source: Slamecka, V., and Jacoby, J. Effect of Indexing Aids on the Reliability
of Indexers. Bethesda, Md., Documentation Inc., June 1963, pp.13-19.
(RADC-TDR-63-116)
One-way analysis of variance was calculated to test for any statistical signifi-
cance of variation between consistency values for the three indexing aids and
values for the experienced indexers from the earlier "base zero" test. The
investigators concluded that the alphabetical and hierarchical indexing aids
significantly increased the percentage of matched terms, whereas the associative
tool failed to improve the consistency level above the base zero test.
Borko (1964)3 8--The stated purpose of the study was (1) to measure skilled subject
specialists' reliability in classifying a group of documents into predetermined
categories, and (2) to compare the results of the manual classification with
machine classification of these same documents. Three graduate students in
psychology each classified 997 abstracts of psychological reports selected from
Psychological Abstracts, classifying each abstract into one of eleven classifica-
tion categories. The eleven categories were derived by factor analysis of the
abstracts' contents.
The extent of agreement (coefficient of determination) among the three classifiers
was .757, i.e. the classifiers were 76 percent consistent in assignment of cate-
gories. The coefficient of determination for the relationship between automatic
and manual classification was .587, i.e. human classifiers agreed with machine
classification in 59 percent of the documents.
The study methodology introduced a bias toward high consistency of assignment.
Classifiers were asked to assign only one of eleven categories to each document.
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Such a limited choice should produce relatively high consistency values. Indexers
selecting one term from a group of eleven terms should naturally be more consis-
tent among themselves than would indexers selecting one or more terms from a
group of 100, 1,000 or other large finite number of terms.
Gehring (1964)3 9 --A comparison experiment between the U.S. and German Patent
Offices began early in 1964. Three analysts were provided by each country.
The German team members all had the qualifications required of a patent examiner
and all had considerable experience as patent examiners or analysts. Only one
of the Americans possessed patent examiner qualifications and experience. Six
hundred patents were selected from the class "Glass Technology," and were divided
into three groups for three phases of training and analysis: (1) Training Phase I--
100 patents for each team; (2) Training Phase II--200 patents per team; (3) Train-
ing Phase III--250 patents per team.
Patents were abstracted and coded in groups of ten patents using a term list as
an aid. The patent analyses were than compared for agreement among members of
each team. The German team had 73 percent agreement and the American team had
49 percent agreement for Phase I.40 Phase II was conducted after extensive modi-
fication of the term list. Patents were again abstracted and coded in groups of
ten patents. The U.S. team agreement was.68 percent on the first group of ten
patents; by the seventh group, there was about 78 percent agreement. Agreement
among the German team ranged from 74 percent to 82 percent for the first through
the fourth group of patents.4 1 Phase III had not been conducted when this report
was given.
Korotkin and Oliver (1964)42 --Hypotheses tested in the study were: (1) familiarity
with subject matter increases inter-indexer consistency, and (2) a "job aid"
providing a list of suggested descriptors increases inter-indexer consistency.
Five psychologists and five nonpsychologists indexed thirty abstracts from
Psychological Abstracts, assigning three single-word descriptors to each abstract.
Two weeks later (Session II), the same indexers indexed the same group of thirty
abstracts, using a preferred list of descriptors as a "job aid." They were not
required to select terms from the list. Consistency figures were calculated for
both groups of indexers for both sessions as shown in Table 6.
SESSION I SESSION II
Psychologists 39.0% 53.0%
Nonpsychologists 36.4% 54.0%
Table 6. Effect of Subject Familiarity and Description Lists
on Inter-Indexer Consistency
Source: Korotkin, Arthur L., and Oliver, Lawrence H. "The Effect of Subject
Matter Familiarity and the Use of an Indexing Aid Upon Inter-Indexer
Consistency." Bethesda, Md., General Electric Company, Feb. 1964, p.7 .
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A "t" test was run to test for statistical significance between the two indexer
groups and between the sessions. The "t" test showed no significant difference
between the indexer groups. A highly significant difference was noted between.
consistency scores for Session I and Session II. The investigators concluded
that subject matter familiarity had no significant effect on indexing consistency,
but that use of an indexing aid did significantly improve consistency scores.
They noted that the experiment was meant only as a pilot study to show feasibil-
ity of the methodology and that generalizations for the study results should be
made with caution.
Schultz, Schultz and Orr (1965)4 3--The investigators conducted a study to determine
the extent to which indexing supplied by authors of papers matched the indexing
of potential users of the papers. Author abstracts and indexing terms from 285
papers presented at the 1962 meeting of the Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology were drawn by a systematic sample from the Federation
Proceedings. Twelve subject specialists (the "criterion group") examined each
of the 285 abstracts (but not the author index terms) and then assigned index
terms using a list of subject categories as a guide only. The criterion group
was instructed to assign as many terms as they felt were necessary to describe
each paper, using terms that reflected their personal viewpoints and terminologies,
using terms from the subject category list only to the extent that such terms
were natural to their personal orientation. Terms assigned by the criterion
group that were not in the list were standardized, considering only substantive
words and combining equivalents and single/plural forms. Author terms were
standardized, as were terms that appeared in the title of each paper. The term
matches from the three sources--author, title, and criterion group--were then
analyzed and compared.
The criterion set assigned an average of 2.5 terms per document. The smallest
number of unique terms assigned to a paper was four and the largest number was
twenty-seven, with a mean of eleven terms. Almost one-half (47 percent) of the
terms were assigned by only one of the criterion group members. Author sets
included an average of 33 percent of the terms in corresponding criterion sets.
The figure increased to 48 percent when terms used by only one member of the
group were eliminated. Corresponding figures for comparisons of title set and
criterion set were 24 percent and 35 percent.
Fried and Prevel (1966) 4 4 -- This General Electric Company study investigated
the effect of two indexing aids, a thesaurus and a structured form (indexing
worksheet) on indexing performance. The thesauri used were the Engineers Joint
Council Thesaurus of Engineering Terms and the COSATI Subject Category List, 1965.
Structured forms used in the study were modified versions of the Engineers Joint
Council indexing form and the American Institute of Physics indexing form.
Two groups of seventeen indexers, experienced and inexperienced, indexed forty-
five technical articles. Two groups of three indexers, experienced and inex-
perienced, indexed thirty intelligence messages. The efficiency of each indexing
aid was measured for each indexer group using three factors--speed of indexing,
accuracy, and consistency. Indexing speed included the time consumed in reading
the article, utilizing the aid, and assigning the five most appropriate terms
(three for intelligence messages). Consistency was computed using the Korotkin-
Oliver method with assignment of a fixed number of terms.
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Collected data were briefly summarized for both groups of documents. Analyses
of the data were well documented. Analysis of variance, Duncan's test for
differences, and t-test were used to test for statistically significant differ-
ences in categories of data. Table 7 presents data extracted from the report.
Structured
ARTICLES: Thesaurus Form No Aid
Time (min./article) 13.9-14.2 11.5-12.1 10.5
Consistency (varies with subject matter indexed)
High Experience 32-48% 18-26% 10-30%
Low Experience 20-50% 15-30% 22-28%
INTELLIGENCE MESSAGES:
Time (min./message) 5.0 3.1 2.7
Consistency 14% 20% 10%
Table 7. Effect of Indexing Aids on Indexer Performance
Source: Fried, Charles,and Prevel, James J. Effects of Indexing Aids on
Indexing Performance. Bethesda, Md., General Electric Company,
Oct. 1966, pp. 65, 92-94, 122, 132. (RADC-TR-66-525)
As the number of index terms decreased, the degree of consistency increased,
particularly among inexperienced indexers. As the quantity of information
in an article decreased, indexing accuracy and consistency generally increased.
Harris, Rayward and Svenonius (1966)4 5--The relationship between indexing depth
and inter-indexer consistency was measured by the investigators. Indexing depth
referred only to the number of index terms assigned to a document. Nine people
indexed three articles. Each person assigned fifty terms to each article. Each
list of fifty terms was subdivided into six depth levels: "Depth I consisted
of those 5 terms which would have been used to index the article if only 5 terms
were allowed; depth II consisted of 4 the first) 10 terms; depth III, 20; depth
IV, 30; depth V, 40; depth VI, 50."4
Indexer consistency was calculated considering: (1) exact term matches only;
(2) exact matches plus variants; (3) exact matches plus variants and synonyms;
and (4) exact matches plus variants, synonyms, and hierarchical terms. Table
8 reports consistency scores for these four term-matching criteria at five
depth levels. The authors presented the following explanation for this unexpected
increase in indexer consistency as the depth of indexing increased.
Consistency (% overlap) does not seem to change much with depth.
It decreases slightly at depth level III (20 terms) and rises
slowly thereafter ....The amount of consistency and inconsistency
suggests that indexing might behave as though it were "random,"
that is, as though indexers "selected" terms at random from some
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kind of "reservoir" or "universe" determined somehow by the
language of the document.... If the distributions were purely
random, however, percent consistency would be expected to
increase with depth, for a fixed (constant, finite) universe.
But the graph (% consistency vs. depth) shows an almost hori-
zontal line. While our results are, therefore, not completely
explainable by a random model, it is possible that the selection
of terms at each depth level may more nearly follow a random
model. This implies that the terms used at each depth level
are taken from a "subuniverse" consisting-of words having
greater probabilities of occurring at that level than at
other levels. Given these subuniverses, each of which is
included in the next larger one (because of the ranking
of terms) selection of terms from them tends to resemble
a random selection process. 4 7
When a thesaurus of terms was used, consistency improved to about 45 percent.
Exact Hierarchical
Depth Level Matches + Variants + Synonyms + Terms
I - 5 terms 13% 24% 26% 45%
II - 10 terms 18% 22% 23% 48%
III - 20 terms 12% 18% 18% 42%
IV - 30 terms 13% 20% 21% 43%
V - 40 terms 16% 19% 23% 48%
Table 8. Inter-Indexer Consistency at Various Indexing Depths
Source: Harris, Dean, et al. The Testing of Inter-Indexer Consistency at
Various Indexing Depths (Working Paper No. 380-2). Chicago,
University of Chicago Graduate Library School, Feb. 1966, p. 6.
Tinker (1966) 4 8 -- A 3-part experiment examined the relationship of depth of
indexing and the chance of document retrieval. Chance of retrieval was calcu-
lated on the basis of the probability that the search devised by an "average"
indexer would contain at least one descriptor in common with those assigned
to a given document by all other indexers. The effect of restrictions in
assignment of index terms on indexing consistency was a secondary consideration
of the study.
In Part I of the study, fifteen indexers assigned natural-language descriptors
to fifty abstracts. Almost 62 percent of the descriptors were assigned by only
one indexer. The chance of retrieval was low, ranging from 1.5 percent to 12
percent, with a mean of 6.5 percent. The same fifty abstracts were indexed by
nine of the fifteen indexers in Part II. Index terms were selected only from
a list of 100 descriptors, causing a marked increase in inter-indexer consistency.
The chance of retrieval varied from 9.8 percent to 56 percent, with a mean of "
22 percent. In Part III, 323 indexers assigned terms from a list of forty-'fiv
descriptors to a set of five abstracts. The indexer consistency decreased and
the chance of retrieval dropped to a mean of 16 percent.
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Scheffler (1967-68)4 9--The Aerospace Materials Information Center at the
University of Dayton introduced a program in 1966 to train graduate students
to perform technical report indexing of documents added to the center's collec-
tion. The indexing done by two graduate students was compared with that of
an experienced indexer (supervisor) as they proceeded through the indexing
program and gained practical experience. Two groups of thirty-five documents
each were independently indexed by the supervisor and the students, one group
in late May 1966, and the other in late August 1966. The supervisor recorded
terms that he felt were essential in reflecting the information contained
in the documents. Additional terms were listed that he felt were helpful
but not essential. Table 9 reports the results of these comparisons.
The above experiment was repeated in 1967 using the first set of thirty-five
documents, two experienced indexers (the supervisor from the 1966 experiment
and one other experienced indexer), and two new trainees. Indexing terms
assigned in 1966 by the supervisor were used as the comparison base for
consistency calculations, as shown in Table 10.
Total Terms/Doc. Essential Terms/Doc. Time/Doc. (Min.)
% Common Terms % Com. Ess. Terms
MAY AUG. MAY AUG. MAY AUG.
Indexer 15.5 17.0 7.5 7.5 25.4 26.4
100% 100% 100% 100%
Trainee 1 15.4 24.9 6.0 6.8 81.6 39.0
60.0% 70.2% 82.0% 90.5%
Trainee 2 12.2 19.7 5.6 6.8 71.0 34.2
54.0% 64.0% 71.1% 87.5%
Table 9. Indexing Comparison: One Experienced Indexer, Two Trainees
Source: Scheffler, Frederic L. Student Indexer Training Program and the
Improved Operation of a Document Retrieval System. Dayton, Ohio,
University of Dayton Research Institute, 1967, p. 9. (AFML-TR-66-391)
A phi coefficent and Chi square were run on essential terms assigned by the two
experienced indexers to measure the degree of association. A strong correlation
was noted between term assignments.
Case Western Reserve University (1968)50--As a part of a broad inquiry into testing
of information retrieval systems, two consistency studies were conducted, one
on indexing consistency and the other on coding consistency.
George Henderson, Tefko Saracevic and Melvyn Stern conducted an indexer consistency
study using indexing personnel from Case Western's Comparative .Systems Labora-
tory (CSL).51 Five indexer groups were used: Groups 1-3 based on experience with
indexing languages they had used for CSL files, and Groups 4-5 based on indexing
experience outside CSL. Inter-indexer consistency for an indexer within a
group was the mean of consistency measures of that indexer with every
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other indexer in the group. The inter-indexer consistency for each group of
indexers tested was the mean of consistency scores for all indexers in the
group. The groups and consistency scores are reported in Table 11 and Table 12.
Total Terms/Doc.
% Common Terms
Essential Terms/Doc. Time/Doc. (Min.)
% Com. Ess. Terms
Indexer 1
Indexer 2
Trainee 1
Trainee 2
18.6
77.5%
20.6
70.0%
22.0
65.7%
20.7
62.5%
8.0
92.0%
10.3
86.2%
82.0%
82.6%
14.3
14.5
24.0
17.4
Table 10. Indexing Comparison: Two Experienced Indexers, Two Trainees
Source: Scheffler, Frederic L. Indexer Performance Analysis and Operations of
a Document Retrieval System. Dayton, Ohio, University of Dayton Research
Institute, 1968, p. 14. (AFML-TR-67-379)
Previous CSL
Indexer Number of Language (1-3) Inter-Indexer Number of
Group Indexers Experience (4-5) Consistency Terms
1 3 Keywords .635 23.9
2 3 Telegraphic .559 21.7
Abstracts
3 1 Meta-Language ---- 12.3
4 2 Experienced .500 24.2
5 4 Inexperienced .349 15.3
Table 11. Indexer Consistency (Comparative Systems Laboratory Study)
Source: Case Western Reserve University. Center for Documentation and Communication
Research. An Inquiry into Testing of Information Retrieval Systems,
Part I: Objectives, Methodology, Design and Controls. Cleveland, Ohio,
Case Western Reserve University, 1968, p. 119. (CSL:TR-FINAL-1)
-- -~ -- -- · ---.- - ---------------------
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Inter-Indexer Inter-Indexer
Indexer Group Consistency Indexer Group Consistency
1 2 .697 2 § (4-5) .590
1 3 .323 (1-2) § (4-5) .612
2 3 .354 (1-3) & (4-5) .622
1 & (4-5) .562
Table 12. Inter-Indexer Consistency Between Groups (Comparative Systems
Laboratory Study)
Source: Case Western Reserve University. Center for Documentation and Communi-
cation Research. An Inquiry into Testing of Information Retrieval
Systems, Part I: Objectives, Methodology, Design and Controls.
Cleveland, Ohio, Case Western Reserve University, 1968, p. 119.
(CSL:TR-FINAL-1)
Inte'r-indexer consistency was also calculated for categories of keywords
assigned. The investigators concluded that inter-indexer consistency was
high compared to reported results of other studies. Because indexers were
subject specialists assigning keywords to document abstracts in their field,
a relatively high consistency in this situation is not unexpected.
Irene and Robert Hazelton examined the consistency of coding performed by
Comparative Systems Laboratory personnel and control group personnel.5 2 Coding
was here defined as the process of encoding index terms. The CSL Medical
Coding Scheme was the test base for the study. Three experienced coders, each
a subject specialist, encoded fifty index terms from one of three classes of
terms: general terms (Coder 1), medical terms (Coder 2), and chemical terms
(Coder 3). Five control group coders encoded the same classes of index terms.
Coders 4 and 5 were assigned to encode general terms; neither person had previous
coding experience. Coders 6 and 7 were assigned to encode medical terms; both
were M.D.s with previous coding experience. Coder 8 was assigned to encode
chemical terms; he had a degree in chemistry, but no coding experience. Inter-
coder consistency scores are reported in Table 13.
The low consistency with general terms was attributed to a lack of coding exper-
ience in the control group (Coders 4 and 5). Low consistency with medical terms
was not adequately explained, since all coders in this group had M.D.s and
previous coding experience.
Both of these consistency studies were conducted to identify problems in consis-
tency of input to an information retrieval system and effect on output. Reduction
in inconsistency was the main concern of both studies.
Lancaster (1968)53--One subtask in Lancaster's evaluation of the MEDLARS system
was an analysis of inter-indexer consistency. Sixteen indexed articles from
"nondepth" journals were reindexed by three senior indexer/revisers, with the
level of indexing depth deliberately increased. The original indexing was not
included in indexer consistency calculations since there was a wide discrepancy
between the nuber of terms assigned by the original indexer and the three
experienced revisers.
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Between Inter-Coder
Terms Coders Consistency
General 1 4 .21
1 & 5 .22
Medical 2 & 6 .49
2 5 7 .32
Chemical 3 § 8 .67
Table 13. Inter-Coder Consistency Scores (Comparative Systems Laboratory Study)
Source: Case Western Reserve University. Center for Documentation and Communication
Research. An Inquiry into Testing of Information Retrieval Systems,
Part I: Objectives, Methodology, Design and Controls. Cleveland, Ohio,
Case Western Reserve University, 1968, p. 168. (CSL:TR-FINAL-1)
Indexer consistency-pair scores were calculated for each reviser-pair for each
article. Inter-indexer consistency scores were calculated for each article
(mean of the three reviser-pair scores for the article) and an overall inter-
indexer consistency score for the sixteen articles was determined. Consistency
scores for individual articles ranged from 12.8 percent to 63.7 percent, with
an overall consistency mean of 34.4 percent. When subheadings were eliminated,
the overall consistency mean increased to 46.1 percent for the sixteen articles.
Hurwitz (1969)54--Two subject specialists with minimal indexing experience (two
months and nine months) indexed fourteen documents. Indexer consistency percentages
were calculated for each indexer, i.e. number of matched terms divided by the
number of terms assigned separately by each indexer. Calculations were also
made for percentage of terms differing by just the subheading and for percentage
of unique terms assigned. The mean indexer consistencies were 45 percent and
30 percent; terms differing by subheading accounted for 11 percent and 7 percent;
unique terms were 29 percent and 57 percent. The average number of terms assigned
was 7.9 terms for one indexer and 12.1 terms for the other indexer.
Mullison, Lewenz, Davison and McGreaham (1969)55--Six indexers (three experienced
indexers and three inexperienced subject specialists) indexed fifty chemical
document abstracts using keywords and keywords with roles. Indexing time, index-
ing depth, indexer consistency and retrieval efficiency were calculated for both
indexing methods. The average indexing time was 4.8 minutes per document using
keywords and 6.2 minutes per document using roles. Indexing depth was 14.7 terms
per document with keywords, and 14.9 terms per document with roles. Indexing
depth was also calculated considering experienced indexers (14.8 terms per document)
and subject specialists (13.0 terms per document).
Indexer consistency was 67 percent when keywords were assigned, and 40 percent
using roles. Consistency was calculated as the sum for all terms of the number
of indexers using a given term divided by the total number of indexers. (This
quotient was divided by the number of indexing terms to yield the consistency
per document.) Relevance (i.e. precision) and recall were calculated for two
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sets of thirteen searches for keyword indexing and role indexing. Keywords
produced a 44 percent relevance with an assumed recall of 100 percent; roles
produced 60 percent relevance and 70 percent recall.
Tell (1969)5 6 --Hypotheses examined in this experimental study were: (1) indexing
depth increases as the length of the text increases; (2) indexing depth of a
keyword system increases more with an increase in amount of text than does the
indexing depth when using the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC); and (3) no
significant difference in consistency (reliability) should occur as the amount
of text increases.
Indexing was performed by eight groups of ten to twelve special librarians and
subject specialists. Each group indexed sixteen documents using an authority
list of keywords and a UDC class number schedule. The sixteen documents were
technical periodical articles represented by titles, abstracts and full texts.
Indexing found in the periodicals (journal indexing) was compared with indexing
by the indexer groups. Cramer's V measure of association was used to test for
significant differences in consistency scores between indexer groups and journal
indexing for the three information formats.
No significant difference in consistency was found between indexer groups and
journal indexing when using titles or abstracts. A significant drop in consis-
tency occurred when comparing the two for full-text indexing. Consistency was
higher for titleswhenUDC was used. Consistency was equal for abstracts using
UDC and keywords. Consistency among indexers deteriorated when indexing the
full text. An increase in text increased indexing depth when keywords were
used.
Zunde and Dexter (1969) 5 7 -- Strength of the relationship between indexer consistency
and document reading ease was one of the factors analyzed in this experiment.
One experienced indexer, two scientists, and three students indexed eight bio-
medical documents (four with low reading ease and four with high reading ease).
Indexer consistency was calculated between the indexer sets using the weighted
term ("fuzzy set") technique for each group of four documents. Average indexer
consistency varied from 36 percent to 41 percent for low reading ease documents
and 40 percent to 48 percent for high reading ease documents. A rank order test
for uncorrelated samples was run and the differences were not statistically
significant at the .05 level.
Zunde and Dexter (1969) 5 8 -- Zadeh's concept of "fuzzy sets" was the basis for the
inter-indexer consistency measure used by Zunde and Dexter. Terms were grouped
into membership units. Assignment of terms was weighted, based on the ratio of
the number of indexers who assigned the term to the total number of indexers in
the group. The study also developed measures for quality and comprehensiveness
of indexing.
Two data sources were used in the study: (i) twenty-nine biomedical documents
indexed by eight professional indexers and eight scientists; and (2) sixteen
documents indexed by nine graduate students. No restrictions were imposed on
the number of terms assigned.
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Consistency was calculated for all pairs of indexers for one specific document.
The consistency score was 35 percent for unweighted (traditional indexer-pair)
and 59 percent for weighted ("fuzzy set") calculation methods. The consistency
values dropped to 27 percent (unweighted) and 44 percent (weighted) when random
samples of pairs of indexers over all documents were calculated. The calculations
were extended to measure consistency of three to eight indexers for a specific
document. The weighted consistency method tended to produce higher scores than
the unweighted method.
Herr (1970)5 9--Indexing of technical reports was examined at Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, with and without access to all of the previous indexing for the data
base ("data-base access"). The effect of data-base access on indexer consistency
was measured. Six experienced indexers from the Division of Technical Information
Extension, AEC, processed one of two sets of ten technical documents using the
indexing aids normally employed, i.e. subject authority list, Nuclear Science
Abstracts index, and the EURATOM thesaurus. The indexers then revised their
indexing to conform to the data base file, using the inverted and linear files
as aids.
Six of the ten papers in each set of documents were current and were indexed by
the indexer (LRL indexer) who normally processed reports into the data base.
This indexing was treated as the standard, and indexer consistency was calculated
between each of the six indexers and the LRL indexer. When the six indexers
revised their indexing using data-base access, the depth of indexing remained
about the same, but the indexers assigned more specific terms. The revised terms
were more consistent with assignment by the LRL indexer, and indexer consistency
was raised.
Terry* (1970):60
The EURATOM thesaurus will be used to index the input to the
International Nuclear Information System (INIS). As a test,
200 documents were indexed by 3 teams with different experience
and the allocation of index terms indicated that agreement was
good in allocating terms which a consensus of opinion regarded
as "essential," but much lower for indexing in depth. Consis-
tency between the 3 pairs of indexing teams was not significantly
different; however, there was almost total disagreement on when
and how to "split" documents for indexing. General terms with
related meanings, e.g., economics/costs, fabrication/production,
were used as if they were interchangeable. (Original abstract-
amended. Aslib)
Armenti, Hall and Sholl (1971) 6 1--Computer-aided revising and standard manual
revising were compared during this experiment conducted from April through
August 1971 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. On-line and manual
revision consistency were examined during the study. Five experienced revisers
from the National Library of Medicine staff each revised forty-eight articles
*Report was not examined. Summary is a direct quote of Abstract 71/1693,
Library and Information Science Abstracts, (July-August 1971), p. 148.
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from two "depth" and two "nondepth" journals in both on-line and manual modes.
The average revising time was 8.7 minutes per article on-line and 4.2 minutes
per article for manual revision.
Consistency measurement was based on the term agreement among the five revisers.
If all five revisers agreed on a term, the consistency was 5.0; if there was no
agreement (only one reviser allowed the term), the consistency was 1.0. The
mean consistency for revisers in this study was 2.862 for both on-line and
manual revision.
Calculations were also made for "agreement" and "near agreement." "Agreement"
referred to the toal agreement among the five revisers. "Near agreement" referred
to agreement by four of the five revisers. Table 14 reports the consistency values
for "agreement" and "near agreement." There was very little difference in the
consistency of revision, whether performed on-line or manually.
On-Line Manual
"Agreement" 29.8% 29.7%
"Near Agreement" 41.0% 40.3%
Table 14. Consistency Among Revisers
Source: Armenti, A. An Experiment in On-Line Revising Using LISTAR (Report
NLM-3). Lexington, Mass., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lincoln Laboratory, 28 Dec. 1971, p. 19.
Bennett, Clarke and Musson (1972) 6 3 -- In a recent indexing experiment conducted
at IBM's Negotiated Search Facility, San Jose, the investigators considered the
effect of an independent variable (display of suggested index terms for a specific
document) on a number of dependent variables: (1) process variables collected
at the NSF terminal for each document while the participants were indexing a
group of documents, i.e. response time, number of interactions, number of errors,
decision time, number of terms examined, and total time; (2) number of terms
chosen, i.e. indexing depth; (3) average inter-indexer consistency; (4) number of
query-document matches; (5) recall-transpose; and (6) precision-transpose.
Fourteen library school students were trained to use the CRT terminal and inter-
active query mode at NSF/IBM as an indexing device. They then indexed ten
documents using the terminal. The indexers were divided into two groups of
seven. One group was given a suggested list of index terms for the first five
documents only; the other group was given the suggested list for the second five
documents only. The length of the suggestion list averaged ten terms per
document, with a range from four to sixteen terms. Indexers were told to assign
between three and fifteen terms to each document and to spend about twenty minutes
indexing each document.
Results for all indexers were tabulated for documents for which there was a
suggested index term list (L) and no list (NL) over all the dependent variables.
A t-test was run to determine any statistically significant differences among
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the L and NL groups. No significant differences were found at the .05 level
for any variable over all documents.
Brief experiments were conducted using regression analysis and t-test to examine
the following research questions:
1) Does the independent variable used in the indexing experiment
produce a systematic shift in mean values for process, inter-
mediate, or performance variable?....2) Can we compare indexes
prepared by one indexer for a set of documents with the indexes
prepared by another indexer for the same set of documents where
the comparison is based on relative performance of the indexes
in an operational system?....3) Can we use data collected through
monitoring the indexing process to predict performance measure
values which result when the index is used in an operational
system? 64
Indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness measures used in the study were:
Inter-indexer consistency--consistency was calculated using weighted index
term scores as per Zunde and Dexter.
Recall-Transpose6 5 for a document--equals the number of queries for which a
document is retrieved and judged relevant to the query, divided by the
number of queries in the system for which a document would (potentially)
be judged relevant to the query.
Precision-Transpose 6 6 for a document--equals the number of queries for which
a document is retrieved and judged relevant to the query, divided by
the number of queries in the system for which a document is retrieved.
Traditional recall and precision measures are oriented toward a query-across-
document-collection viewpoint. Recall-transpose and precision-transpose
measures are oriented toward a document-across-query-collection structure.
Although inter-indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness measures were
used in portions of the study, no correlation of these variables as described
was attempted by the investigators.
Preschel (1972)6 7 -- In her study, Barbara Preschel hypothesized that: "The
degree of indexer consistency in the perception of indexable matter can be
measured separately from and will be different in extent from the degree of
indexer consistency in the terminology chosen to characterize that indexable
matter. ,68
Subject indexing is certainly a two-part process since an indexer must first
decide what important information concepts are contained in a document and
then assign those terms that best describe the concepts (within the constraints
of the indexing system vocabulary used). Preschel's is one of the first studies
that attempts to divide the indexing process and measure the consistency of
each part of the process (concept perception and term assignment). Zunde and
Dexter conducted a similar study (summarized earlier) on a much smaller scale,
and with far less analysis of data.
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A random sample of 550 English-language articles in the field of library and
information science was drawn from Documentation Abstracts (1967). The 550
articles were divided into 22 groups of 25 articles each. Indexers were
selected from Columbia and Pratt library schools. A total of thirty-four
students or recent graduates indexed the twenty-two groups of articles, five
indexers to each group of articles.
Indexers had a short indoctrination session during which they analyzed two
documents to clarify their understanding of the indexing process they were to
apply to the group of twenty-five documents. They then were given copies of
twenty-five articles, data gathering sheets, and a two-page instruction sheet
(explained orally during the session). Indexers were told to select the
verbal labels that best identified concepts in the articles and to record these
on the data sheets.
Preschel examined the five data sheets for each article and arranged the verbal
labels in "concept categories based on synonymy using the mathematical concept
of the fuzzy set, a set in which there are continuums of grades of member-
ship.....The concept categories established for the verbal labels produced by
the analysts for each article in this study were categories hospitable to
synonyms."69
Regarding the concept categories, Preschel stated that:
The categories established for this study are concept categories.
In many cases, the categories may appear to be word-based,
rather than concept-based, because the actual words in the
analyst verbal labels match the words in the category name.
When this has occurred, it is because it is an instance in
which the concept named itself.7 0
Concept consistency and terminology consistency were calculated for the ten
indexer pairs (five indexers) for each article. Preschel reported on the
results of these calculations:
The fact that the mean concept consistency scores were always
higher than the mean terminology consistency scores, and that,
for 500 of the 550 articles, the mean concept consistency
scores was 21.0 or more percentage points higher than the mean
terminology consistency score shows that a gross difference
exists between these two facets of subject indexing--a difference
that has not been investigated in the past because of the
previous approach to the measurement of inter-indexer consistency
which did not attempt to differentiate between the two facets
of indexing, but encompassed them both in a single measurement. 7 1
The results are not surprising. The consistency among a postcategorized group
of index terms assigned by one individual should be considerably higher than
the consistency of natural-language terms assigned by five individuals without
benefit of indexing aids.
Tarr and Borko (1974)7 2--Daniel Tarr and Harold Borko studied the effect on
inter-indexer consistency of the 2-part indexing process earlier examined by
Barbara Preschel: (1) identification of an indexable concept or idea with
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assignment of a "verbal label" descriptive of the concept/idea; and (2) transla-
tion of each "verbal label" into terms contained in a controlled indexing
vocabulary. Two hypotheses were tested during the Tarr/Borko study to determine
"1) whether these two steps in the indexing process contributed equally to the
level of consistency or inconsistency, and 2) whether these two steps could be
separated and performed by different individuals and if so, with what level of
consistency."7 a
Hypothesis I--It is hypothesized that when the allowable index
terms which may be assigned by an indexer are limited to those
terms in a precoordinate indexing vocabulary (the ERIC thesaurus),
the level of inter-indexer consistency will be significantly
greater than when index terms are assigned in a restriction-
free context.
Hypothesis II--It is hypothesized that when verbal labels are
transformed into index terms by the use of the ERIC thesaurus,
the level of inter-indexer consistency for indexers having
access to document texts will not be significantly different
from the level of inter-indexer consistency for indexers having
access only to descriptions of document texts (in the form
of verbal labels). 74
The research design utilized four groups of five indexers who indexed a set
of fifteen journal articles under controlled conditions. The investigators
used indexing data from the Preschel study to form the first group (Group A)
of indexers/indexing data. A second group (Group I) read and indexed the
articles, assigning verbal labels and then translating these labels into
standard indexing terms found in the ERIC thesaurus. A third group (Group II)
did not read the articles, but assigned standard indexing terms to the articles
using the verbal labels previously assigned by Group A. A fourth group (Group
III) similarly assigned standard indexing terms to the articles using the
verbal labels previously assigned by Group II. Research design for this
study is more sound than the design of the Preschel study. Translation of
verbal labels to standard indexing terms was performed by groups of indexers
in the Tarr/Borko study rather than by one editor for all verbal label data
in the Preschel study.
Several statistical tests (coefficient of correlation, Spearman's rank correlation
coefficient, and the significance of the difference between two sample means)
were employed to validate the equivalency of index Group A and Group I, i.e.
to establish that verbal labels assigned by the two groups were comparable.
Indexer-pair consistency figures were calculated (though not reported) and the
hypotheses were tested using a difference of means test. Data results supported
Hypothesis I, i.e. inter-indexer consistency was significantly greater when
standard indexing terms were assigned than when verbal label assignments were
made. Data analysis had not been completed prior to publication of the Tarr/Borko
article, and results of the analysis regarding Hypothesis II were reported at
the 1974 American Society for Information Science convention in Atlanta.
Leonard (1975) 7 5--This study was a doctoral dissertation completed at the
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science in 1975. F. Wilfrid
Lancaster and Lucille M. IVert were the co-advisers.
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The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between
inter-indexer consistency among a group of indexers and the retrieval effective-
ness resulting from their code and term assignments. A secondary study objective
was to examine the effect on inter-indexer consistency of a number of variables
that presumably influence the level of inter-indexer consistency: indexer
educational background, indexer experience, term type, indexing aids, document
length, depth of indexing, indexing time, and indexing revision.
An analytical research design was employed to test the hypothesis that retrieval
effectiveness varies in direct proportion to inter-indexer consistency, because
the greater the agreement among indexers regarding the terms that best describe
a document's content, the higher the probability that the index terms will also
match terms used in a search for which the document is regarded as a relevant
item.
Two data bases were used in the study design: an unclassified group of news
releases monitored by the Central Intelligence Agency, and a group of medical
articles from the MEDLARS files of the National Library of Medicine. The data
bases were not directly comparable, but were complementary in character; the
element common to both was the user relevance assessment of a sample group
of documents from each data base.
Documents were indexed in groups of ten documents each, each group containing
a sample of the documents retrieved in response to a specific search of the
data base: five documents judged relevant and five documents judged not relevant
to the search request. Forty students from the University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science indexed documents from the CIA base, five indexers
for each of eight document groups. Ten indexers under contract to NLM indexed
a total of ten document groups. Each indexer was randomly assigned to index
five document groups, five indexers to a document group.
Inter-indexer consistency was calculated for several categories of codes and
terms for each document group, using two different consistency calculation
structures, i.e. group consistency and indexer-pair consistency. Retrieval
effectiveness scores were calculated for a retrieval effectiveness (RE) index
pertinent to the study data, and for the more recognized measures of recall (R)
and precision (P).
Generally, the rank order correlations for inter-indexer consistency/retrieval
effectiveness (RE and R) indicated a definite trend toward a moderate to strong
positive association of variables, and a tendency to support the study hypothesis.
Correlations between the variables for precision did not display any trend and
tended to support the null hypothesis of no association.
Variables that appeared to affect inter-indexer consistency were indexer exper-
ience, term type and document length. Variables that had no apparent effect
were indexer educational background, depth of indexing, indexing time and index-
ing revision.
It is important to note, however, that the methodology employed in the examination
of the variables (indexer educational background and indexer experience) did not
provide the necessary control to analyze each variable as it affects inter-indexer
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consistency. For each variable, the indexers should have been isolated by
the categories measured and assigned to separate document grouns rather than
making a random distribution of indexers throughout all document groups. Inter-
indexer consistency scores for the separate categories measured could then have
been compared to determine the effect of each variable on inter-indexer consistency.
Study findings indicate that inter-indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness
exhibit a tendency toward a direct, positive relationship, i.e. high inter-indexer
consistency in assignment of terms appears to be associated with a high retrieval
effectiveness of the documents indexed. The concern for maintaining high consis-
tency in indexing seems to have been valid, and the work of developing and
applying indexing/cataloging rules and vocabulary controls seems justified.
The Leonard study is a first attempt to examine an area of library science in
which assumption has been the precedent for procedural application, and research
has been nonexistent. This study has succeeded only in outlining some of the
pitfalls inherent in inter-indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness
measurement, and in indicating the apparent positive relationship between these
two variables. Considerably more research is needed before the relationship be-
tween inter-indexer consistency and retrieval effectiveness can satisfactorily
be defined.
Final paper submitted June 1977
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APPENDIX
INTER-INDEXER CONSISTENCY STUDIES
Lilley (1954)
Variables
MacMillan & Welt
(1961)
Rath, Resnick 5
Savage (1961)
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
340 entering
graduate students
none
_sb ect_
subject
specialists
experienced
subject headings
none
subject headings
training manual
author/title
citation only
1.1004 headings
per book
sentences
none
20 sentences
all indexing
revised
Indexing
Consistency
Retrieval
Effectiveness
62.17 different
headings per book
13.4% exact consis-
tency; 67.2% some
consistency
human - 1.6 sen-
tences; machine -
9.2 sentences
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
Rodgers (1961) Jacoby & Slamecka
(1962)
Jaster, Murray &
Taube (1962)
16 subject
specialists
6 subject
specialists
Indexer
Experience
Term
Type
inexperienced
keywords
3 experienced;
3 inexperienced
un iterms
experienced
uniterms
instruction sheet;
no other aids
indexing rules;
no other aids
Pearson r = -.51 for
length/consistency
Spearman rs = +.27,
depth/length
experienced, 37
terms/doc;
inexperienced, 45
terms/doc
10 - 45 terms
5 - 25 minutes
Indexing
Consistency
indexer-pair, 0% -
60%; indexer-mean,
21% - 29%; mean,
24%
experienced, 16.3%;
inexperienced,
12.6%
about 6 terms in
common
Retrieval
Effectiveness
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Variables
Indexer
Education
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
Il·rl-Il -- --~~- -- --- -
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Kyle (1962) Bryant, King &
Terragno (1963)
Painter (1963)
12 subject
specialists
Indexer
Experience
experienced experienced experienced
classification
numbers
classification
schedule
terms and
numerical codes
U.S. Patent Off.
Manual of Classifi-
cation
subject headings;
descriptors
subject heading
list; thesaurus
number of codes
assigned and
revised
64.6 minutes per
patent, single-
analyst
4 revisers
Indexing
Consistency
65%
(reported as 70%)
66.5% - 72.9% 44% - 95%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Effect of indexing
errors on retrieval
of documents
Variables
Indexer
Education
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
_ _I · __
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Variables
Slamecka & Jacoby
(1963)
Borko (1964) Gehring (1964)
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
3 subject subject I_
3 subject
specialists
experienced
3 subject
specialists
inexperienced
4 qualified patent
analysts; German
team, 3; American
team, 1
experienced
eleven classifica-
tion categories
abstracts; terms
3 term lists:
(a) associative;
(b) alphabetical;
(c) hierarchical
list of classifica-
tion categories
term list
abstracts only
Terms per document:
(a) 46.4 terms
(b) 50.5 terms
(c) 43.4 terms
one category per
abstract
Indexing
Consistency
(a) 8.3%
(b) 38.2%
(c) 37.4%°
classifiers, 75%;
manual v. automatic
classification, 59%
49% - 82%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Term
Type
uniterms
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
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Variables
Korotkin § Oliver
(1964)
Schultz, Schultz &
Orr (1965)
Fried & Prevel
(1966)
Indexer
Education
5 psychologists
5 nonpsychologists
12 subject
specialists
Indexer
Experience
inexperienced inexperienced
articles, 17 experi-
enced, 17 inexperi-
enced; messages, 3
experienced, 3 inex-
perienced
uniterms
preferred list of
descriptors
subject category
terms; natural-
language terms
subject category
list
subject terms
thesauri and index-
ing work sheets
abstracts onlyDocument
Length
abstracts only
3 terms per abstract 2.5 terms average articles, 5 terms
messages, 3 terms
articles, 10.5-14.2
minutes; messages,
2.7-5.0 minutes
Indexing
Consistency
39.0% and 36.4%
without aids;
53.0% and 54.0%
with aids
24% - 33%;
eliminating terms
assigned by only one
indexer, 35%-48%
articles, 10%-50%;
messages, 10%-20%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
_ ____
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Variables
Harris, Rayward &
Svenonius (1966)
Tinker (1966) Scheffler (1967)
technical background9 library school
students
Indexer
Experience
experienced 1 experienced
2 inexperienced
natural-language
terms
descriptors subject terms
lists of 50 and
45 descriptors
thesaurus;
training program
abstracts only
50 terms in six
depth levels
3.6 descriptors per
abstract
12.2-24.9 terms
per document
minutes per docu-
ment; experienced
25.4-26.4; inexperi-
enced, 34.2-81.6
comparison with
supervisor (standard)
Indexing
Consistency
12% - 48%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
low with no descrip-
tor control; higher
with descriptor lists
"chance of retrieval"
6.5% - 22%
Indexer
Education
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
54% - 90.5%
I * IL - 31 1 ~' L I I I -
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Scheffler (1968)
Variables
Case Western Reserve (1968)
Indexing Study Coding Study
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
technical background
2 experienced
2 inexperienced
6 subject specialists
2 experienced
4 inexperienced
8 subject
specialists
5 experienced
3 inexperienced
subject terms keywords; telegraphic
abstract
thesaurus;
training program
codes
CSL Coding Manual;
Medical Coding
Scheme
abstracts only index terms
18.6-22.0 terms
per document
12.3-24.2 keywords
minutes per document:
experienced, 14.3-
14.5; inexperienced,
17.4-24.0
comparison with
supervisor (standard)
Indexing
Consistency
62.5% - 77.5% experienced, 50.0%inexperienced, 34.9%
over indexer groups,
55.9% - 63.5%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
21% - 67°
__________ ____ _i
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Variables
Lancaster (1968) Hurwitz (1969) Mullison, Lewenz,
Davison & McGreaham
(1969)
Indexer
Education
2 subject
specialists
3 subject specialists
(used for only one
part of the study)
Indexer
Experience
Term
Type
1 experienced
indexer, 3 experi-
enced revisers
subject headings
some experience
(2 and 9 months)
subject headings
6 indexers:
3 experienced
3 inexperienced
keywords;
keywords/roles
Medical Subject
Headings (MESH)
LC Subject Headings;
MESH
abstracts only
revisers assigned
more terms than
indexer
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
Indexing
Consistency
Retrieval
Effectiveness
3 revisers revised
16 articles indexed
by 1 indexer
12.8%-63.7%, over-
all mean, 34.4%;
without subheads,
46.1%
7.9 - 12.1 terms
30% - 45%
words per document:
indexers, 14.8;
subject specialists,
13.0
minutes per document:
keywords, 4.8; key-
words/roles, 6.2
keywords, 67°%;
keywords/roles, 40%
keywords, 100% recall
(assumed), 44% pre-
cision; keywords/
roles, 70% recall,
60% precision
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
- -- -- --- -- - --- --- ~-~--
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Tell (1969)
Variables
Zunde & Dexter
(1969)
Zunde & Dexter
(1969)
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
8 grups f 10to 1
8 groups of 10 to 12
subject specialists
experienced
3 subject
specialists;
3 students
1 experienced
5 inexperienced
2 data sources: (a)
12 subject specia-
lists; (b) 9 gradu-
ate students
(a) 8 experienced
(b) ----
keywords;
UDC class numbers
descriptors descriptors
(a) subject term
list; (b)
keyword authority
list; UDC class
schedules
titles; abstracts;
full text articles
indexer group com-
pared to standard
(journal indexing)
UDC, 69%-91%; key-
words, 37%-91%
(a) abstracts only
(b) ----
proposed indexing
exhaustivity measure
is discussed
Indexing
Consistency
comparable for title 36% - 48%
and abstract; decreases
with full text
unweighted, 2 ;
weighted, 44%
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
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Variables
Herr (1970) Armenti, Hall &
Sholl (1971)
Bennett, Clarke &
Musson (1972)
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
7 subject
specialists
experienced 5 experienced
revisers
14 library school
students
trained to use the
IBM Negotiated
Search Facility
descriptors subject headings descriptors
subject authority;
thesaurus; data
base files
list of 20,000
descriptors
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
Indexing
Consistency
indexing revised by
original indexer to
conform to data-base
files
indexer consistency
was raised by data-
base access
minutes per docu-
ment: on-line, 8.7;
manually, 4.2
on-line revision vs.
manual revision
28% consistency
on-line and manually
terms per document:
without list, 8.4;
with list, 8.1
minutes per docu-
ment: without list,
17.2; with list,
17.8
44% without and
with list
Retrieval
Effectiveness
recall-transpose:
.29 w/o list, .34
w/ list; precision-
transpose: .82 w/o
list, .92 w/ list
(no direct correlation
with indexer consist.)
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
I I I I 1 -
MESH
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Leonard (1975)
Variables Data Base A
Leonard (1975)
Data Base B
Indexer
Education
Indexer
Experience
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
Indexing
Revision
Indexing
Consistency
Retrieval
Effectiveness
40 indexers--8 of the
40 had a subject back-
ground relevant to the
material indexed
11 of the 40 indexers
had some indexing ex-
perience: 4 had less
than 6 months; 4 had 6
months to 1 year; 3
had more than 1 year
Codes (Special, Area,
Subject); Keywords
(Primary, Secondary)
Indexing Procedures
Manual; Code Tables;
Coding Sheet
Range of 1 to 3 pages;
mean of 1.25 pages for
all documents
Means (Document Group
1-8): Codes, 5.75;
Keywords - Primary,
5.20; Primary + Secon-
dary, 8.16; Codes +
Keywords, 13.91
11.25 minutes--overall
mean for Document Groups
1-8
No revision
Codes: Separate, .503;
Combined, .344; Codes +
Keywords: Separate, .405;
Combined, .331; Key-
words, .305
Codes: RE, .55; R,
.46; P, .59; Kwds:
RE, .59; R, .20;
P, .95; Codes + Kwds:
RE, .58; R, .17; P, 1.00
10 indexers--8 of the 10
had a subject background
relevant to the material
indexed
10 experienced indexers:
1 had less than 1 year;
5 had 1 to 2 years; 3 had
2 to 4 years; 1 had more
than 4 years
Check Tags (28 unique codes);
Subject Headings (Print and
Nonprint); Subheadings
Intensive training period;
Medical Subject Headings (MESH)
thesaurus; Coding Sheet
Range of 2-37 pages; mean of
8.58 pages for all documents
Means (Document Group 1-10):
Check Tags, 3.07; Print terms,
3.04; All Terms, 12.88; Check
Tags + Terms, 15.74
17.45 minutes--overall mean for
Document Groups 1-10
Two of five indexers revised for
each Document Group; Indexer con-
sistency increased slightly with
indexing revision
Ck+(M+SH): Separate, .528; Com-
bined, .346; Ck+(MHO): Separate,
.591; Combined, .465; Ck Tags:
.781; (M+SH), .274; (MHO), .401;
(PO), .511
Ck+(M+SH): RE, .65; R, .32; P,
.92; Ck+(MHIO); RE, .76; R, .66;
P, .85
_ ___ _ _ __ __ _ __  ___ ~~ __ __ __~ ______
Preschel (1972)
Variables
Tarr C Borko (1974)
34 library school
students
Indexer
Experience
inexperienced
10 library school
students
inexperienced
Indexing
Revision
Indexing
Consistency
natural-language
terms; concept
categories
instruction sheet;
training session
restructuring terms
into concept cate-
gories
terms, 0.0%-30.0%0
concepts, 9.4%-84.0°
natural-language
terms; subject
headings
instruction sheet;
training session;
thesaurus
table indicates numbers
of "verbal labels"
assigned
restructuring terms
into subject headings
Mean consistency: verbal
labels (Group A: .00-.35;
Group I: .00-.14); subject
headings (Group I: .03-.49)
Retrieval
Effectiveness
Indexer
Education
49
Term
Type
Indexing
Aids
Document
Length
Indexing
Depth
Indexing
Time
51
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